Whole House Iron Water Filter Assembly
Instructions

(These instructions include all of our whole house iron water filters)

Iron Filter Assembly Instructions

1. Read entire manual before assembly
2. Pull distributor tube to one side allowing for sand and media to be poured into tank, pull cone off.
3. Tape off top of distributor tube so material will not be allowed to enter tube
4. Use a plastic cup to dip gravel out of bag
5. Pour gravel into tank. (This is the smaller bag)
6. Use the same cup to dip media out of bag
7. Pour media into tank
8. Clean top of tank
9. Apply thin coat of grease or Vaseline to lip on tank
10. Remove tape from tube
11. Align tube with head and screw in head into tank. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN!
12. Install by-pass
13. Install filter into your water system.
14. Install rubber drain line (Purchase locally) Secure this line as it is high pressure
15. Plug into 120 volt outlet and set correct time of day. System will automatically regenerate at 12:30 AM every 3rd day.

Turn on water slowly checking for leaks and allow tank to flush for several minutes. Cloudy water is normal during this time and may continue several hours.
Zeoprep media for iron filter

Iron filter timer

Bypass for iron filter

Gravel for iron filter
(Use only one bag)